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"The definition of an owl had always pleased him: a night bird of prey...sharp talons and soft

plumage which permits noiseless flight...applied figuratively to a person of nocturnal habits. 'I am

The Owl,' he would whisper to himself after he had selected his prey, 'and nighttime is my time.'" 

Jean Sheridan, a college dean and prominent historian, sets out to her hometown to attend the

twenty-year reunion of Stonecroft Academy alumni, where she is to be honored along with six other

members of her class. There is something uneasy in the air: one woman in the group about to be

feted, Alison Kendall, a beautiful, high-powered Hollywood agent, drowned in her pool during an

early-morning swim. Alison is the fifth woman in the class whose life has come to a sudden,

mysterious end.  Adding to Jean's sense of unease is a taunting, anonymous fax she received,

referring to her daughter -- a child she had given up for adoption twenty years ago.  At the award

dinner, Jean is introduced to Sam Deegan, a detective obsessed by the unsolved murder of a

young woman who may hold the key to the identity of the Stonecroft killer. Jean does not suspect

that among the distinguished people she is greeting is The Owl, a murderer nearing the countdown

on his mission of vengeance against the Stonecroft women who had mocked and humiliated him,

with Jean as his final victim.
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My, my, the Queen of Suspense certainly is slipping. I had the opportunity to read two of Ms. Clark's

novels within a span of 15 days - "Two little girls in Blue" and "Nighttime is my time". Both of them

were huge disappointments, although they helped me pass the time during my flights.Ms. Clark had



built her reputation and earned my interest in her earlier books by creating in each novel, a strong

and slightly unique plot, characters who all subtly hint at sinister motives, a smart and strong-willed

leading woman whose strength of character shines through out the story, a romance gradually

made to progress through the plot twists and turns, the goings-on narrated from the unknown

perpetrator's point of view and a grand finale where the evil is revealed and the good once and for

all vanquishes the evil.Now for "Nighttime is My Time":1. It has what passes for a plot - a former

tormented student killing off his/ her tormentors one by one at a high school reunion. Wow, never in

a million years would I have imagined that plot for a mystery novel.2. In an effort to keep us

guessing, Ms. Clark has all characters at the reunion hint, nay, shout their sinister motives from

roof-tops throughout the pages of the novel. The reason for this, I can't help but think, is because

Ms. Clark hadn't decided until the last chapter whom the killer was going to be and to cover her

bases built up everyone to be one... you know, just in case.3. All that Ms. Clark lets the readers

know of the leading lady is that she comes from a broken home, had given up a baby for adoption

after high school, and now is a successful writer who is very very sad and always sad, never happy,

in tears at times...
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